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Modern Railroad Methods of Handling Baggage
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COUNTER IN BAGGAGE ROOM WHERE TRAVELERS GET CHECKS Ph oto by Staff Artl.t.
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formation on the local check the names of
all station, where transfers are made and
the names of the railroads over which the
luggage Is to pass.

The local excess and foreign excess checks
correspond to these first two, but they carry
the additional Information of how much ex-ce- ss

was paid and what la the name of tht
owner. Besides these there are local and
foreign C. O. D. checks and an exchange
check.
Duhc to Avoid Da make Salts.

The marked gentleness with which bag-
gage is now handled 1. not due entirely to
the philanthropy of the railroads. They
are In a measure compelled to "handle
with care." Numerou. damage suits re-
sulting successfully for the plaintiffs have
brought them to It. Formerly people

to have their property amashed
and battered and did not resent it. But
aome one more Indignant than the rest
Instituted court proceedings on day to re-
cover the value of a valuable trunk load,
and he recovered. That started the whirl-
wind, and now a truckman cannot break
open trunka and be a truckman long. Of
course some luggage is on the verge of col-
lapse when It Is shipped, and allowance
is made for this, and the condition of the

- piece la carefully noted aa a safeguard.
To the capacity for handling baggage'

there is now practically no limit. Per-
fect system makes possible the direction of
extensive forces of employes at this work,
and the baggage room, of modern depot,
have extensive emergency room sufficient
for almost any cniBh. At the time of the

(Continued on Seventh Page.)
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